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Time for CFOs
to say goodbye
to Excel?

CAREERS

Rise of the
portfolio CFO

Augmented by complementary
technology, Excel has an exciting role
to play in the digital transformation of
finance departments
he accelerating digital transformation of the finance
function has prompted many
chief financial officers (CFOs) and their
teams to ask whether Excel is still relevant. Why continue to use the package
with its interconnected spreadsheets
featuring complex formulas when
there are so many specialised finance
software packages available?
“Excel remains popular with finance
teams because it helps them to achieve
their aim within their timescales and
it’s an excellent solution for presentation,” says Mark Scanlon, chief executive at XLCubed, a specialist vendor
which has been providing software to
mitigate the risks of Excel for reporting and analytics for nearly 20 years
and whose clients range from Global
500 corporates to the small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector.
“Primarily, problems arise when Excel
is misused as a database and for hosting complex business logic. It simply
doesn’t have the structure, security or
change management that most organisations require. Neither does its scale,
and it’s limited in terms of collaboration and shared access.”
However, Excel can be used effectively
alongside other tools, while integrating
with world-class software using modern,
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internationally recognised standards,
Scanlon argues. A growing number of
CFOs are now using XLCubed technology to connect Excel directly to a wide
range of data sources and to add significant capability in reporting, analysis and
interactive data visualisation to provide
the flexible self-serve environment their
finance teams need.
“CFOs tell us that with XLCubed
connecting Excel directly to modern
finance platforms, many of the concerns with Excel’s use in reporting
have been removed,” explains Scanlon.
“They can share formal reports or publish them to a web portal for widespread, governed access. They can also
deliver best-practice reporting using
corporate or industry standards and
they have the agility to action requests
for new analysis quickly.”
XLCubed is used across 50 countries
by more than a thousand customers
in many different industries, but it’s
most popular among finance teams.
Companies are using XLCubed to provide the extended analytics capability
required to complement their finance
software. Companies in Scandinavia
have been benefitting from linking
their Excel systems to AFC, a cloudbased digital finance platform, which
connects to a wide range of finance and
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CFOs tell us that
with XLCubed
connecting Excel
directly to modern
finance platforms,
many of the concerns
with Excel’s use
in reporting have
been removed

enterprise resource planning packages
to provide comprehensive, detailed
financial reporting and analytics.
At its heart is a powerful and customisable legal consolidation module. This
is well proven to handle the most complex organisational and ownership structures thanks to its data-driven approach,
which can be tailored to fit any organisation. Planning and budgeting, and
machine-learning modules can help further reduce manual processes.

Q&A

Full transparency
commercially,
financially and
operationally
Michael Krabbe, chief financial officer at Bunker
Holding, one of the world’s leading providers of
bunker trading, supplying fuel for ships, shares
insights into digitalisation and automation

What drove you to automate
key finance processes?
We are an ambitious team and
wanted to use our data and the
insights it can provide as a driver for
the business and as a strategic advantage. We saw increased digitalisation
and automation as a clear way to help
achieve that.
What benefits has the AFC
platform brought to your
finance team?
We now have 24/7 transparency
across all our companies commercially, financially and operationally. Business-critical data is brought
together and users can see where the
company is performing and where it is
not. The legal consolidation module has
not only saved us significant time and
effort, but given us confidence in our
consolidated reporting and removed

XLCubed is now working with
Solitwork, a leading software-as-a-service digital finance company, to bring
the AFC platform to the UK market.
“We want forward-thinking finance
teams in the UK to enjoy the same
benefits that have driven some of the
best-known companies in Scandinavia,
ranging from billion-dollar businesses
to SMEs,” says Esben Duedahl, chief
executive of Solitwork.
One of the strengths of the combination is the ability, facilitated by
XLCubed, to adopt a common corporate standard for reporting notation,
such as the International Business
Communication Standards (IBCS),
which are a notational framework that
helps companies to deliver clear and
consistent reporting.
At the Accounting and Finance Virtual
Summit, a joint IBCS and XLCubed session attracted 4,000 registrants, with
98 per cent of respondents saying a
consistent notation would increase
the effectiveness of their reports and
dashboards. Best-practice techniques
ensure reports and charts are unambiguous and communicate information effectively. Consistency is also key;
what looks the same means the same.
Finance teams appreciate its visual
clarity. For example, actual data is

our dependence on key staff being
fully available during the close process. XLCubed gives our finance team
the flexibility they need to turn around
reporting changes and requests quickly;
we’re self-sufficient in both reporting
and data discovery, and we’re spending
more time on value-add analysis. AFC
gives us a consolidated, consistent data
store, which we can trust across the
entire organisation.
What opportunities do you see
for further improvement?
We are interested in the potential of the machine-learning capabilities in the platform
to give us faster and deeper
insights. The International Business
Communication Standards approach
resonates, as it mirrors our drive for
consistency and is something we will
certainly be exploring further.

always displayed in charts with a solid
fill, plan as outline and forecast as
hatched. In variance reporting, green
means good and red means bad, so a
year-on-year decrease in sales would
be shown as red, while a decrease in
costs would be shown as green.
Consistency is particularly valuable
in group organisations where a shared
reporting notation helps cross-entity
analysis, making the entire reporting
suite faster to assimilate. The notation
framework allows a business message
to be delivered alongside the data,
something that is of particular interest
for board-level reporting.
“We believe that now is not the time
to ditch Excel,” says Scanlon. “However,
forward-looking CFOs should be using
it with software like XLCubed to power
their digital transformation and deliver
for their organisations.”

For more information please visit
www.xlcubed.com/future-cfo

XLCubed gives our
finance team the
flexibility they need
to turn around
reporting changes
and requests quickly

Does Excel have a role to play
for the modern CFO?
With XLCubed and AFC, absolutely. From a self-serve perspective for finance, I haven’t seen
anything to rival it.

Staying on top of finances and forecasts
can be tricky for smaller businesses,
especially those without a chief financial
officer. Many are turning to a flexible,
part-time portfolio or virtual solution,
giving them much-needed advice at a
fraction of the cost

Jonathan Weinberg
or many smaller businesses,
a full-time chief financial
officer (CFO) is a luxury they
cannot afford. With even a small business expected to pay between £80,000
and £150,000 for such a position, some
are instead opting for a portfolio CFO
arrangement, perhaps at a few thousand pounds a month, to ensure they
get the right advice and direction to
manage and grow their companies.
Such professionals most often
work freelance or in a part-time
position for a number of businesses
at the same time.
David Gormer, a portfolio financial
director who also runs Square Mile
Accounting, explains: “Companies
are becoming more savvy and considering fractional C-level hires. Not
only do they avoid the high salaries of a full-time hire, but they also
avoid dilutive effects of giving away
precious share options, at least in
the short term.”
Describing his portfolio role as
more satisfying than “just being an
accountant”, he says the job includes
being able to understand the business model and sensitivities, mapping these out so the chief executive
can understand the impact of any
decisions he or she makes.
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“You get to really work with the business owners to help them make their
dreams a reality. It enables me to have
a greater impact as I’m involved in
strategic conversations at board level
and own the finance function from
end to end,” says Gormer.
“Invariably issues crop up on a
week-to-week basis, such as funding rounds, devising staff incentive
plans, diligence on potential acquisitions and so on. I take the pressure off
the CEO as they don’t have to muddle
through trying to do a DIY job.”
Working with more than one company may, however, throw up ethical challenges. Gormer says: “Issues
with portfolio CFOs can include
them also working with competitors, having proprietary knowledge
gleaned from prior engagements and
conflicts with potential referrers of
business, for example investors.
“Also, occasionally, founders may
work contra to minority investors’
interests, the very investors who
may have referred the CFO to the
role in the first place. Safeguards
include hiring regulated professionals, such as ICAEW [Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales] members who meet a
strict ethical code.”

Accounting for
a virtual CFO
Dr Martin Lukavec, senior lecturer
in finance at the London School of
Business and Finance, assesses the
trend for using portfolio or virtual chief
financial officers.
He says: “For a lot of small businesses,
it is difficult to make financial
decisions. This might be especially
important to many businesses because
CFOs are capable of identifying

Empathy with the
values and goals of each
individual business is crucial.
It’s important to get aligned

macroeconomic threats on the
horizon, especially right now.
“Many business owners simply have
no idea what their order books will
look like in a few months, so this level
of advice has become even more
important in the turbulent times we are
living through.
“There are some problems with
the set-up, of course. A virtual CFO
has incentives very different from a
traditional CFO. Most importantly, their
job is not connected with the fate of

John Miller, chief operating
officer at Addition, a Londonbased financial services firm
offering outsourced CFO services,
believes the key areas a portfolio
CFO focuses on are not too dissimilar to a full-time one, including
financial management and strategic planning, forecasting and
budgeting, tracking performance
and key performance indicators,
and cash-flow management.
But he says: “One of the key skills to
possess and provide to your clients

the company they are advising.
“CEOs are often people whose main
instinct is to push a deal through. In
doing so, CEOs might, for example, not
care so much about excessive leverage
(too much debt) or to favour lower
interest rates at shorter repayment
schedules. And for any CFO, what is
too much risk and what isn’t is always a
thin, arbitrarily chosen line.
“A good CFO can foresee these
trends, a skill that is invaluable to big
enterprises as well as small ones.”

for the relationship to be a success is
confidence. When it comes to numbers, the CFO’s analysis and guidance needs to be true and actionable for the client on the journey to
achieving their goals.
“However, due to the portfolio
nature of the role, this is a challenge.
Dipping in and out of several businesses means focus cannot be 100
per cent sole focus like the clients
who live and breathe the business
every waking hour.
“Therefore, it is about building solid
advice on the facts of the business. I
have found that providing experience
of how these events have played out
in historical scenarios really helps clients understand ramifications.
“Failing that, it is about drawing
on the diligence disposition of a CFO
to research, investigate and provide
insight, as well as drawing on the
network of contacts.”
While a portfolio CFO can be a
stepping stone for someone looking to build experience in a chosen niche, develop a track record
or grow a network, it can also
offer much-needed flexibility and
freedom, including working from
home, and picking and choosing
who to help.
Rachel Armstrong, a finance business partner delivering an outsourced CFO function at MAP,
accountants and advisers to the digital creative industry, currently has
a portfolio of 18 clients and explains
it is important for her to work with
businesses that “share my ethics
and values”.
“Empathy with the values and
goals of each individual business
is crucial. Your idea of success
may be different from your client’s
ideas and so it’s important to get

aligned to help them most effectively,” she says.
“Versatility and adaptability to
deal with changing economic climates and emerging technologies is
also important. Plus, entrepreneurs
are always excited about the next big
project and often the finances are
not top of their priority list. Finding
ways that engage different personalities with their financial data is a
skill in itself.”
Given the lack of women as fulltime CFOs, Armstrong also suggests
this new way of operating could help
redress the imbalance.
She adds: “The need to always be
present to perform the role has also
made it less accessible, but with
remote or virtual working this will
hopefully create a shift, making it
a more accessible career path for
women. Women are adaptable, natural problem-solvers and multitaskers, and so I believe they are ideal in
the role of a CFO.”
Having spent two decades in a
corporate career, Martin Mellor has
now been a portfolio CFO for the
past six years, taking on the role
with “the aim of doing things more
on my terms than the way the corporate world worked”.
Citing the variety of his role as
one of the things he loves most,
Mellor offers this advice to anyone
thinking of doing the same: “Think
about whether you want to specialise either in a sector or type of work,
for example turnaround; I favour
growth. Identify what your ideal
balance is and where you think you
will add value.
“The role is about more than just
saying ‘yes’; ensuring decisions
are appropriate and effective is a
key element.”

